Sensory organs-be they independently movable like eyes or requiring whole body 10 movement as in the case of electroreceptors-are actively manipulated throughout 11 stimulus-driven behaviors. While multiple theories for these movements exist, such as infotaxis, 12 in those cases where they are sufficiently detailed to predict sensory organ trajectories, they 13 show poor fit to measured trajectories. Here we present evidence that during tracking, these 14 trajectories are predicted by energy-constrained proportional betting, where the probability of 15 moving a sense organ to a location is proportional to an estimate of how informative that 16 location will be combined with its energetic cost. Energy-constrained proportional betting 17 trajectories show good agreement with measured trajectories of four species engaged in visual, 18 olfactory, and electrosensory tracking tasks. Our approach combines information-theoretic 19 approaches in sensory neuroscience with analyses of the energetics of movement. It can predict 20 sense organ movements in animals and prescribe them in robotic tracking devices. 21 22 26 2010; Khan et al., 2012; Stamper et al., 2012; Catania, 2013; Sponberg et al., 2015; Lockey and 27 Willis, 2015; Rucci and Victor, 2015; Stockl et al., 2017) (Fig. 1). There are several models in the 28 literature that have been proposed (Stamper et al., 2012; Yovel et al., 2010; Khan et al., 2012; Rucci 29 and Victor, 2015; Najemnik and Geisler, 2005; Yang et al., 2016; Stockl et al., 2017). For example, 30
Introduction 23
Sensory organs undergo small lateral movements as they near or hold station close to a target 24 of interest (Martin, 1965; Basil et al., 2000; Ferner and Weissburg, 2005 (Ferner and Weissburg, 2005) , cross-current swimming in the Chambered nautilus (body) (Basil et al., 2000) , whole-body oscillations in electric fish (body position) (Stamper et al., 2012) , zigzagging motions in the rat (nose) (Khan et al., 2012) , back and forth searching in the mole (nose) (Catania, 2013) , fixational eye movements in humans (eye) (Rucci and Victor, 2015) , the zigzagging walk of the cockroach (head) (Willis and Avondet, 2005) , and flower tracking motions in the moth (head) (Stockl et al., 2017) . These sensing-related movements occur with striking consistency across animals using different sensory modalities and within different physical environments. We propose these movements arise as a form of gambling on information through motion, and show evidence in support of this claim from the four species highlighted (electric fish, mole, cockroach, and moth). (A-B) Illustration of an animal localizing a target on the ground by moving its sense organs (e.g., eye, nose, antenna, whole body etc.) along a simulated proportional betting trajectory from Miller et al. (Miller et al., 2016) . (A) Trajectory generated with proportional betting on the expected information density (EID, pink-red heatmap) . Unknown to the animal, the real target is near the white star on the left which marks the true location of peak information density, while on the right is a distractor (at center of red zone). A distractor in the EID could be caused by either a physically present object sensed by the animal or, in the context of this paper, unmodeled uncertainties such as false-positive sensory input. Each step of our energy-constrained proportional betting algorithm is taken so as to optimally balance two factors, one representing how much that step increases the similarity of the trajectory to one that does perfect proportional betting (where the percentage of time the trajectory spends in any subset  from = 0 to = is equal to the measure of EID within  ), and one representing the energy cost (Methods). (B) Same as A, but with the entropy minimization strategy. Unlike energy-constrained proportional betting, entropy minimization locally minimizes the entropy (maximizes the EID) of the posterior belief about the target location, in this case leading it to the nearby distractor by following the gradient. (C-E) An illustration of an animal tracking an object constrained to move in a line, in this case a hypothetical moth following a flower swaying in a breeze in a manner approximated by a 1-D sinusoid-a natural behavior reported in (Sponberg et al., 2015; Stockl et al., 2017) . We simulate the tracking of the flower using energy-constrained proportional betting. (C) In the top panel, we show an idealization of the moth's belief (blue line Gaussian distribution above the moth) about the flower's location when the flower reaches the center point. Higher values in the direction represents higher confidence of the target at the given location. The corresponding EID is overlaid in magenta; a darker color indicates higher expected information should the animal take a new sensory measurement in the corresponding location. Figure 3 . Representative trajectories of animals tracking a target compared to EIH, and relative exploration across all trials. Three representative live animal trajectories above trajectories generated by the EIH algorithm, length cropped for visual clarity. The moth data is not shown here due to the complexity of the prescribed target motion, but is shown in a subsequent figure. All EIH simulations were conducted with the same target path as present in the live animal data, using a signal level corresponding to the weak or strong signal categories (Methods). The EID is in magenta. Relative exploration across weak and strong signal trials (dots) shown in the right-most column (solid line: mean, fill is 95% confidence intervals). (A) The electric fish's fore-aft position was measured as it tracked a sinusoidally moving refuge. EIH (yellow) shows good agreement with behavioral data as both have significantly higher relative exploration when signal is weak (Kruskal-Wallis test, < 0.001, = 21 for experimental data, and < 0.001, = 18 for simulation). Infotaxis (purple), in contrast, leads to hugging the edge of the EID, resulting in smooth pursuit behavior as indicated by the near 1x relative exploration. (B) The experimental setup and data for the mole was extracted from a prior study (Catania, 2013) . During the mole's approach to a stationary odor source, its lateral position with respect to the reference vector (from the origin to the target) was measured. Relative exploration was significantly higher under the weak signal conditions (Kruskal-Wallis test, < 0.012, = 17). In the second row, raw exploration data (lateral distance traveled in normalized simulation workspace units) are shown to allow comparison to simulation, as these are done in 1D (Methods). EIH shows good agreement with significantly increased exploration for weak signal (Kruskal-Wallis test, < 0.001, = 18), while infotaxis leads to cessation of movement. (C) The experimental setup and data for the cockroach was extracted from a prior study (Lockey and Willis, 2015) . The cockroach head's lateral position was tracked and total travel distance was measured during the odor source localization task. Relative exploration is significantly higher for the weak signal condition (Kruskal-Wallis test, < 0.002, = 51). In the second row, we show that EIH raw exploration (as defined above) agrees well with measurements as the amount of exploration increased significantly under weak signal conditions (Kruskal-Wallis test, < 0.001, = 18), while infotaxis leads to cessation of movement. Asterisks indicate the range of values for the Kruskal-Wallis test (* for < 0.05, ** for < 0.01, and *** for < 0.001).
ods). Trials under weak signal conditions show an increased zig-zag amplitude, which leads to a 153 significant increase in relative exploration in the weak signal condition as summarized in the plot 154 (Kruskal-Wallis test, < 0.002, = 51). For the moth robotic-flower tracking behavior, the flower 155 was moved with a sum-of-sine stimulus that cannot be visualized in the same manner as our first 156 three species. We discuss the analysis of these trials in a following section.
conditions. In these simulations, although the simulation has the target location provided, the er-160 godic information harvesting algorithm to track objects does not know this location and is only 161 given simulated measurements (Algorithm S1). Overall, EIH shows good agreement with the mea-162 sured animal behavior, with significantly increased relative exploration as the signal becomes weak 163 (Kruskal-Wallis test, < 0.001, = 18 for each species). 164 Comparison to Infotaxis. 165 To assess the performance of infotaxis (Vergassola et al., 2007) across the species examined here, 166 we used the same live animal target trajectories used for simulating EIH response as input. We 
173
Increased exploratory movement and sensing-related high frequency movement.
174
To further characterize the sensing-related movement patterns and verify whether the increase in 175 exploration is mainly due to these movements, we performed a spectral analysis of the animal's 176 tracking response. In Fig. 4A test, < 0.003 for measured cockroach response and < 0.001 for simulation) when compared to 189 strong signal conditions. These results confirm that the increased exploratory movement shown 190 earlier is related to sensory organ wiggles, as predicted by EIH.
191
For evaluation of the moth data where the target moves in a more complex sum-of-sines stimu- weak signal) and simulation ( Fig. 4N, = 120 for strong signal and = 120 for weak signal), which is 197 the same range used in (Stockl et al., 2017) . We show the spectrum in Fig. 4M-N Fig. 3 . (A-B) Representative Fourier spectra of the measured and modeled (EIH-generated) refuge tracking trajectories, with target trajectory (blue), strong signal condition (green), and weak signal condition (red). The frequencies above the frequency domain of the target's movement is shaded; components in the non-shaded region are excluded in the subsequent analysis. The Fourier magnitude is normalized. (C-D) Distribution of the mean Fourier magnitude within the sensing-related movement frequency band (gray shaded region) for strong and weak signal trials. Each dot represents a behavior trial or simulation. Significantly higher magnitude is found within the sensing-related movement band under weak signal conditions (Kruskal-Wallis test, < 0.001, = 21 for measured behavior, and < 0.001, = 18 for EIH). (E-F) Representative Fourier spectra of the measured and modeled head movement of a mole while searching for an odor source (lateral motion only, transverse to the line between origin and target), plotted as in A-B. Because the target is stationary in contrast to the fish data, the entire frequency spectrum was analyzed. (G-H) Mean Fourier magnitude distribution. In the weak signal condition, there is significantly more lateral movement power under weak signal in both the animal data and simulation (Kruskal-Wallis test, < 0.009, = 17 for behavior data, and < 0.001, = 18 for EIH simulations). (I-J) Fourier spectra of mole's lateral trajectory, plotted the same as in A-B. (K-L) Mean Fourier magnitude distribution. Significantly higher power is found under weak signal in the behavior data and simulations (Kruskal-Wallis test, < 0.003, = 51 for behavior data, and < 0.001, = 18 for EIH simulations). (M-N) Bode magnitude plot (Methods) of a moth tracking a robotic flower that moves in a sum-of-sine trajectory (figure reprinted from Stockl et al. (2017) ) and the corresponding simulation using the same target trajectory. Each dot in the Bode plot indicates a decomposed frequency sample from the first 18 prime harmonic frequency components of the flower's sum-of-sine trajectory. A total of 23 trials ( = 13 for strong signal, and = 10 for weak signal) were used to establish the 95% confidence interval shown in the colored region. Note the increase in gain in the midrange frequency region (shaded in gray) between the strong signal and weak signal conditions. The confidence interval for the simulation Bode plot is established through 240 trials ( = 120 for strong signal, and = 120 for weak signal). The same midrange frequency regions (shaded in gray) are used for the subsequent analysis. (O-P) Mean midrange frequency tracking gain distribution for the moth behavior and simulation trials. Moth's exhibit a significant increase in midrange tracking gain for the weaker signal condition ( as sensor oscillation is attenuated. The line near 45% error shows relative tracking error for the original unfiltered trajectory (0 dB attenuation). The thickness of the horizontal bars represents the 95% confidence interval across the eight trials (individual dots) for each attenuation condition. For each attenuation levels, the individual trial dots are plotted with small horizontal offset to enhance clarity. The baseline tracking error with intact wiggle is marked by the dashed black line. (B) Distance from ergodicity (Methods) as a function of wiggle attenuation. Zero distance from ergodicity indicates the optimal trajectory that perfectly matches the statistics of the EID. As the distance increases from zero, the corresponding trajectory becomes less and and less related to the EID. The baseline data with intact wiggle is marked by the dashed black line. (C) Relative tracking error plotted against distance from ergodicity across wiggle attenuations. There is a clear positive correlation between tracking error and distance from ergodicity as wiggle is progressively attenuated. Fig. 3A . Relative energy is the ratio of the mechanical energy needed to move the fish along the tracking trajectory divided by the energy to move the fish along the refuge trajectory. Weak signal conditions show a significantly higher relative energy as a result of the additional sensing-related movements (Kruskal-Wallis test, < 0.001, = 21). (B) Relative energy and relative tracking error for EIH simulations as sensing-related movements are progressively attenuated (data from Fig. 5A -C, weak signal condition). As the wiggles are attenuated, simulating investment of less mechanical effort for tracking, the relative energy decreases from 30x to less than 5x, but tracking error increases from 50% to around 75%. This plot also suggests a possible diminishing return in tracking error with additional energy expenditure past 30x. The lower bound near 4x is similar to the relative energy for the strong signal condition, and arises due to small disparaties from the perfect sinusoid that the refuge is following (the 1x path). Asterisks indicate the range of values for the Kruskal-Wallis test. components without affecting the baseline tracking motion (Methods). Simulated weakly electric 209 fish tracking trajectories in the weak signal condition-similar to that shown in the second row 210 of Fig. 3A "Weak Signal"-were filtered at increasingly high levels of attenuation ( Fig. 4B , shaded 211 region). This led to a visible decrease in sensing-related body oscillations ( Fig. S7 ). These filtered 212 trajectories were then provided as the input to a sinusoidal tracking simulation in which the sensor 213 moved according to the filtered trajectory to take measurements and update an initially uniform 214 belief in the same way as EIH (Methods). 215 We show the results in Fig. 5A in terms of relative tracking error, where 50% error means a de-216 parture from perfect tracking that is one-half the amplitude of the fore-aft sinusoidal motion. Rel-217 ative tracking error increases in proportion to the amount of sensing-related motion attenuation, 218 from ≈50% with no attenuation to ≈75% with the highest attenuation we used. We then evaluated 219 the distance from ergodicity, a dimensionless quantity that measures how well a given trajectory 220 matches the optimal proportional betting trajectory (Methods), for all the trajectories. We found 221 that an increase in attenuation also leads to monotonically increased distance from ergodicity. This 222 indicates that the filtered trajectories are progressively worse at proportionally betting on informa-223 tion ( Fig. 5B ). Fig. 5C combines these two analyses, demonstrating that the distance from ergodicity 224 is proportionate to tracking error.
225
Error versus energy expenditure during fish refuge tracking. We estimated the mechanical 226 energy needed to move the fish body along the measured trajectories in comparison to moving 227 the body along the exact trajectory of the refuge. The result is computed as relative energy by 228 taking the ratio of energy needed for moving along the measured tracking trajectory to the energy 229 needed for moving the body along the refuge's trajectory (Methods). Electric fish spent significantly 230 more energy during tracking in the weak signal condition compared to the strong signal condition 231 (≈ 4x more, Fig. 6A , Kruskal-Wallis test, < 0.001, = 21). Finally, we examined how tracking error 232 relates to the energy expended on moving the body, starting with unfiltered (EIH) trajectories and 233 then through the series of stepped attenuation trajectories that progressively eliminate sensing-234 related body oscillations. This was done by computing the relative energy for the simulation data 235 shown in Fig. 5A . We found that the tracking error decreased as the relative energy increased, with 236 diminishing returns as the relative energy level nears that needed for the original unfiltered EIH 237 trajectory (≈ 30 times the energy needed to move the body along the refuge trajectory, Fig. 6B ).
238

Discussion
239
The body's mechanical and information processing systems have coevolved to afford behaviors 240 that enhance evolutionary fitness. Shortly after Shannon published his work on the information 241 capacity of communication channels (Shannon and Weaver, 1949) , his ideas were applied to visual 242 perception (Attneave, 1954; Barlow, 1959) to describe ideas of efficient coding in the visual periph-243 ery. Since then, continual progress has been made in applying information theory to illuminate of following such trajectories is lacking. EIH is a candidate framework that is sufficiently general to 256 invite application to a host of information-related movements observed in living organisms, while 257 sufficiently well-specified to generate testable quantitative predictions.
258
In the insects-to-mammals assemblage of animal species analyzed above, we observe gambling 259 on information through motion, where the magnitude of the gamble is indexed by the energy it 260 requires. EIH's approach of extremizing ergodicity generates trajectories that bet on information, 261 exchanging units of energy for the opportunity to obtain a measurement in a new high-value lo-262 cation. For both the measured tracking trials and their EIH simulated versions, a key change that 263 occurs as sensory signals weaken is an increase in the rate and amplitude of the excursions from 264 the mean trajectory, which we have quantified as an increase in relative exploration. We do not 265 presently have a complete mechanistic understanding of the cause of these motions in animals, 266 but we can interrogate how they arise within EIH. First, the increase in the size of these excursions 267 in weak signal conditions arises because the EID spreads out in these conditions due to high un-268 certainty (for example, wider magenta bands in Fig. 3 ). Since EIH samples proportionate to the 269 expected information, as information diffuses, the excursions to sample the more spread-out EID 270 will increase in size.
271
Second, in EIH the frequency of these excursions is related to how far ahead in time a trajectory 272 is generated for (variable in Algorithm S1). One can consider this analogous to how far ahead 273 an animal generates a trajectory for before a change in information can result in a change in their 274 trajectory. For example, tiger beetles see their prey, then execute a trajectory to the prey that is 275 completed regardless of subsequent motion of the prey (Gilbert, 1997). In EIH, over the course 276 of the generated trajectory epoch, changes in the expected information density due to new sen-277 sory observations similarly have no effect; these will only be incorporated for the next trajectory 278 segment.
279
In EIH, perfect ergodicity is approached through the trade-off between the ergodic metric and 280 control effort within the prescribed generated trajectory time horizon . As asymptotically ap-281 proaches infinite duration, the system will approach perfect ergodicity as the ergodic measure ap-282 proaches zero. Conversely, as asymptotically approaches zero time duration, the environment 283 will be minimally sampled and EIH executes the best trade-off between the cost of movement and 284 extremizing ergodicity in that minimal segment of time. Changing between these bounds will 285 affect the frequency of the sensing-related excursions. This is because the information landscape 286 is assumed to be static until has elapsed, the EID is updated, and a new segment of trajectory 287 is generated. For example, imagine a typical simulated one-dimensional trajectory that exhibits 288 wiggle motions. As the simulated animal moves to visit a region of dense expected information in 289 one direction, the unvisited locations in the other direction start to accumulate uncertainty in the 290 belief (at a rate proportional to the noise level), leading to an increase in the density of expected 291 information in those locations ( Fig. S2 ). After the sensor finishes the current trajectory segment 292 of duration , it then moves in the opposite direction to explore the unvisited regions with a high 293 expected information density (Fig. S2 ). Thus, a shorter causes the sensor to react more quickly 294 in response to changes in the information landscape and hence to a higher wiggle frequency. The 295 initial (see Table S1 ) used for the behavior simulations was chosen to fit the frequency of sensing-296 related oscillations observed in the weakly electric fish refuge tracking data. The same value was 297 applied to mole and cockroach trials, and reduced by a factor of five for the moth data due to the 298 higher frequency content of the prescribed robotic flower movement.
299
As gambling on information through motion involves a trade-off between increasing how well a 300 trajectory approaches ideal sampling (ergodicity) and reducing energy expenditure, a useful quan-301 tity to examine is how tracking error changes with the energy expended on motion. To do so, we 302 estimated the mechanical energy needed to move the body of the electric fish along the weak and 303 strong signal trajectories, and found that weak signal trajectories required four times as much en-304 ergy to move the body along as strong signal trajectories. In simulation, we examined how tracking 305 error changes as more energy is invested in the sensing-related movements. This analysis shows 306 that the accuracy of tracking increases with the mechanical effort expended on the small whole-307 body oscillations that these fish make while tracking, with a 25% reduction of tracking error at 308 the highest level of energy expenditure compared to the low energy case where sensing related 309 movements are removed.
310
Comparison to information maximization. Information maximization and EIH emphasize 311 different factors in target tracking. First, if a scene is so noisy as to have illusory targets (more 312 than one peak in the probability distribution representing the estimated target location, called the 313 belief), or actually includes multiple objects, information maximization will not result in sensing 314 the information distributed across the scene, but rather move until a local information maxima is 315 reached (for example, the distractor in Fig. 2B ) and stay at that location. With energy-constrained 316 proportional betting, information across a specified region of interest will be sampled in propor-317 tion to its expected magnitude ( Fig. 2A ). This leads to sensing-related movements that may, at first 318 glance, seem poorly suited to the task: for example, if the distractor has higher information den-319 sity, as it does in Fig. 2A , then it will be sampled more often than the lower information density of 320 the true target-but what is important here is that the true target is sampled at all, enabling the 321 animal to avoid getting trapped in the local information maxima of the distractor. For information 322 maximization, if 1) there is only one target of interest; 2) the EID is normally distributed; and 3) the 323 signal is strong enough that false positives or other unmodeled uncertainties will not arise, then 324 information maximization will reduce the variance of the estimated location of the single target be-325 ing sought and direct movement toward the true target location. We interpret the poor agreement 326 of simulated information maximization trajectories with measured behavior in our results as indi-327 cating that the conjunction of these conditions rarely occur in the animal behaviors we examine.
328
The second area where these two approaches have different emphases is highlighted in cases 329 where noise is dominating sensory input in high uncertainty scenarios as is common in naturalistic 330 cases. Information maximization leads to a cessation of movement since no additional informa-331 tion is gained in moving from the current location ( Fig. S1C, Fig. S3A ). Energy-constrained propor-332 tional betting will result in a trajectory which covers the space (Fig. S1C, Fig. S3A ): the expected 333 information is flat, and a trajectory matching those statistics is one sweeping over the majority of 334 the workspace at a density constrained by EIH's balancing of ergodicity with energy expenditure.
335
For information maximization, coverage can only be an accidental byproduct of motions driven by 336 information maximization.
337
Other interpretations of the behavioral findings. Yovel et al. (Yovel et al., 2010) suggested 338 that off-axis sensing behavior arises from moving to a peak in the EID (similar to Fig. 2B ). This hy-339 pothesis is similar to infotaxis in terms of using information maximization, although using Fisher 340 Information rather than entropy minimization. Yovel et al. show in simulation that the informa-341 tion maximization strategy leads to a smooth tracking trajectory which hugs the edge of the signal 342 trail (at one of the two information peaks, Fig. 4 of (Yovel et al., 2010) ). This is replicated by our 343 simulation of infotaxis as well ( Fig. S1D ). Figure 2C Bayesian filter and a process is specified to generate oscillatory motion around targets according 362 to the variance of the belief as a measure of uncertainty, then in the narrow context of a single 363 target with no distractors (neither real nor fictive due to high uncertainty), such an algorithm can 364 be tuned to behave similarly to EIH. However, in more realistic scenarios, there is no apparent 365 mechanism to address real or fictive distractors, a capability of EIH we elaborate on further below.
366
Further work is needed to test the differences between EIH and the gain adaptation hypothesis, or 367 to determine whether gain adaptation is an implementation of EIH in specific, biologically relevant 368 circumstances. similarities to the high pass filter hypothesis in that motion is to counter sensory adaptation, a high 386 pass filter-like phenomena. Although evidence for the perceptual fading hypothesis during track-387 ing behaviors is lacking, EIH shows good agreement with animal behavior without any mechanism 388 for sensory adaptation. Similar to the gain adaptation hypothesis, the high-pass filter hypothesis 389 is also missing key components for trajectory prediction. Nonetheless, when implemented with 390 the missing components, including a Bayesian filter and a feedback process that generates trajec-391 tories that match the desired spatial-temporal dynamics (Biswas et al., 2018) , the high-pass filter 392 hypothesis does not conflict with EIH in single target cases with low uncertainty. This is because 393 EIH also predicts a preferred frequency band for wiggle movements that may match the preferred 394 spectral power of upstream neural processing. However, in the context of multiple target scenar-395 ios, high uncertainty due to weak signal resulting in fictive distractors, or in the absence of any 396 target, the same considerations apply to the high-pass filter hypothesis as were mentioned for the 397 gain adaptation hypothesis.
398
Distractors and multiple targets. Given the above discussion, a capability of EIH that differ-399 entiates it from prior theories and that naturally arises from its distributed sampling approach is 400 its ability to reject distractors and sample multiple targets. The live animal experimental data we 401 analyzed did not feature either real distractors (here defined as objects having a distinguishably dif-402 ferent observation model from that of the target) or multiple targets (multiple objects with identical 403 observation models). Nonetheless, the EIH simulations disclose that what we are calling "sensing-404 related motions"-those movements that increase as sensory signals weaken-sometimes occur 405 for rejection of fictive distractors. A fictive distractor emerges when the current belief for the tar-406 get's location becomes multi-peaked; each peak away from the true target's location is then a fictive 407 distractor (illustrated by arrow in Fig. 2D ). Fig. S2 shows the presence of these fictive distractors in 408 the simulations of the fish, cockroach, and mole tracking behaviors, where we plot the belief rather 409 than the EID. Fictive distractors arise in both the strong and weak signal conditions, but result in 410 small amplitude excursions in the strong signal conditions because of the higher confidence of 411 observations. We hypothesize that a similar process of fictive distractor rejection is one source of 412 the increase in sensing-related wiggle movements in the animal data as sensory signals weaken. In 413 the simulated tracking behavior, the other source of sensing-related movements is the increased 414 spread of a (unimodal) EID as signals weaken, as earlier discussed.
415
False positive rejection has the signature of a digression from the nominal tracking trajectory; 416 this digression ends when one or more samples have been received indicating there is no object 417 present at the spurious belief peak, which then brings the believed target location back to some-418 where closer to the true target position (Fig. S2) . In contrast, with a physical distractor, a digression 419 should occur, but the observations support that the object being detected has a different observa-420 tion model from that of the target, rather than the absence of an object. As none of our datasets 421 include physical distractors, we investigated EIH's behavior in this case with a simulated physical 422 distractor. Fig. S5 shows a simulated stationary physical distractor in addition to a stationary target.
423
EIH is able to locate the desired target while rejecting the distractor. This result buttresses a finding 424 in a prior robotics study, where we experimentally tested how EIH responded to the presence of 425 a physical distractor and showed that an electrolocation robot initially sampled the distractor but 426 eventually rejected it ( Fig. 8 of Miller et al. 2016) . In comparison, Fig. S5 shows that infotaxis stalls 427 as it gets trapped at one of the information maximizing peaks and fails to reject the distractor.
428
If, instead of a distractor and a target, EIH has two targets, the advantage of EIH's sampling the 429 workspace proportional to the information density is particularly well highlighted. A simulation of 430 coverage for both of the targets. As seen in Fig. S4 , such coverage is not a feature of infotaxis, 432 which gets stuck at the location of the first target and fails to detect the presence of the other 433 target. A final case to consider is multiple targets with different (rather than identical) observation 434 models. Tracking in such cases requires a simple adjustment to the calculation of the EID that we 435 have explored elsewhere (Eq. 13 of Miller et al. 2016) . 436 While these preliminary simulations exploring how EIH performs with multiple targets and dis-437 tractors are promising, it points to a clear need for animal tracking data in the presence of physical 438 distractors or multiple targets (and in 2-D or 3-D behaviors: Appendix 6) in order to better under-439 stand whether EIH predicts sensory organ motion better than the gain adapatation or high-pass 440 filtering theories in these cases.
441
Biological implementation. The sensor or whole-body wiggle we observe in our results is for 442 proportional betting with regard to sensory system-specific EIDs-for electrosense, olfaction, and 443 vision. To implement EIH, one needs to store at least a belief encoding knowledge about the target.
444
The Bayesian filter update in EIH has the Markovian property, meaning that only the most recent 445 belief is required to be stored. The EID, moreover, is derived from the belief and only used for every 446 generated trajectory segment update, hence does not need to be stored. While the memory needs organ movements away from the assumed singular goal trajectory is that this reflects noise in 465 perceptual or motor processes. Ergodic harvesting presents a competing hypothesis: gathering 466 information in complex environments means the system should be observed to move away from 467 the singular goal trajectory. These excursions occur as predicted by EIH, including the possibility 468 of multiple targets, and thus increase in size when that information is more diffuse.
469
If an animal is at one peak of a multi-peaked belief distribution, what motivates it to move away 470 from the current peak? The current peak already has sensor noise and other aspects of sensor 471 physics incorporated, but misses other important sources of uncertainty. An occlusion may cor-472 rupt signal quality at a location otherwise predicted to have high target information. Other signal 473 generators in the environment may emit confusing signals or the location may be contaminated 474 by a fictive distractor arising from unmodeled uncertainty. Hence, the opportunity to visit another 475 location in space that is statistically independent, yet contains a similar amount of predicted in-476 formation, gives an animal an opportunity to mitigate unmodeled uncertainties through energetic 477 expense. This is supported by experiments in human visual search suggesting that saccades are 478 planned in a multi-stage manner for coverage of information towards the task-relevant goal rather 479 than aiming for information maximization (Yang et al., 2016; Hoppe and Rothkopf, 2019) . For exam-480 ple, a model to predict human visual scan paths found 70% of the measured fixation locations were 481 efficient from an information maximization perspective, but there were many fixations (≈30%) that were not purely for maximizing information and attributed in part to perceptual or motor noise 483 (Yang et al., 2016) . We hypothesize that these apparently less efficient fixation locations are in fact 484 the result of gambling on information through motion. It is also possible that motor noise may aid 485 coverage in a computationally inexpensive manner. 486 The role of motion in this sensing setting is to mitigate the adverse impact of sensor properties.
487
If, however, one is in an uncertain world full of surprises that cannot be anticipated, using energy 488 to more fully measure the world's properties makes sense. This is like hunting for a particular 489 target in a world where the environment has suddenly turned into a funhouse hall of mirrors. Just 490 as finding one's way through a hall of mirrors involves many uses of the body as an information 491 probe-ducking and weaving, and reaching out to touch surfaces-EIH predicts amplified energy 492 expenditure in response to large structural uncertainties. were obtained from commercial vendors and housed in aquaria at~28 • C with a conductivity of 661~1 00 S cm -1 . All experimental procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and 662 Use Committee of Northwestern University.
663
An experimental setup was built (similar to a prior study (Stamper et al., 2012) ) in which a tems Inc, Carlsborg WA, USA), which also converted the voltage waveform into a current waveform 712 sent to two carbon electrodes aligned perpendicular to the EOD recording electrodes to avoid in-713 terference. The efficacy of the jamming stimulus was verified by examining its affect on the EOD 714 frequency shown in Fig. S10 .
715
Mole olfactory localization 716 Tracking data of blind eastern American moles (Scalopus aquaticus, Linnaeus 1758) locating a sta-717 tionary odor source were digitized from a prior study (Catania, 2013) . Three experimental condi-718 tions were used in the original study: one in which there was normal airflow (categorized in the 719 strong signal condition), one where one nares was blocked (weak signal condition), and one where 720 the airflow was crossed to the nares using an external manifold (also weak signal condition). Rela-721 tive exploration was defined as the ratio between the cumulative 2D distance traveled by mole and 722 a straight line from its starting position to the odor location mole ∕ line , to allow direct comparison 723 between strong and weak signal conditions despite differences in the mole's initial position and 724 target location across trials (Fig. 3C ). For the corresponding EIH simulation trials, we define relative 725 exploration as the raw cumulative lateral distance traveled by the sensor since the simulation is 726 done in 1D.
727
Cockroach olfactory localization 728 American cockroach (Periplaneta americana, Linnaeus 1758) odor source localization behavior data 729 was acquired from (Lockey and Willis, 2015) . The cockroach's head position was tracked during an 730 odor source localization task. The same behavioral experiments were conducted with the odor sen-731 sory organ, the antennae, bilaterally cut to a specified length. The control group with intact anten-732 nae (4 cm in length) was categorized as the strong signal condition, and the 1 cm and 2 cm antenna-733 clipped groups were categorized as the weak signal condition. Only successful trials ( = 51, 20 734 strong signal condition trials and 31 weak signal condition trials) were included in the analysis. Rel-735 ative exploration for the cockroach data shown in Fig. 3C is computed as the ratio of the cockroach's 736 total walking distance and the reference path length (the shortest path length from position at the 737 start to the target) cockroach ∕ reference reported from (Lockey and Willis, 2015) . 738 Hawkmoth flower tracking 739 Hummingbird hawkmoths (Macroglossum stellatarum, Linnaeus 1758) naturally track moving flow-740 ers in the wind as they insert their proboscis in the nectary to feed, primarily driven by vision and 741 mechanoreception (Sponberg et al., 2015; Stockl et al., 2017) . In a prior study (Stockl et al., 2017) , 742 the hawkmoth's flower tracking behavior was measured under various levels of ambient illumi- The algorithmic implementation of EIH is built upon a framework we introduced in prior work for 751 robotic tracking of stationary targets using Fisher information (Miller et al., 2016) . The original algo-752 rithm was modified to track moving targets using entropy reduction as the information measure for 753 better comparison to infotaxis, which also used this approach (Vergassola et al., 2007) (the results 754 are insensitive to the choice of information metric; near identical results were obtained with Fisher 755 Information). Code to reproduce these simulations, the empirical data, and a Jupyter Notebook 756 stepping through how the EID is calculated, is open-sourced (Chen et al., 2019) . Supplementary   757 Movie 1 provides a theory overview and Supplementary Movie 2 shows how EIH is applied to the 758 control of sensing-related movements of a bio-inspired electrolocation robot. For pseudocode of 759 EIH and simulation parameters, see Alg. S1 and Tables S1-S2.
760
For all analyzed animals, the body or sensory organ being considered is modeled as a point 761 mass in a 1-dimensional workspace. The workspace is normalized to 0 to 1 for all the simulations.
762
Each sensory measurement is drawn from a Gaussian function that models the signal coming in 763 to the the sensory system plus a zero-mean Gaussian measurement noise to simulate the effect (center of the normalized workspace) and vary to take continuous sensory measurements from 769 0 to 1, the resulting measurement versus location will form a Gaussian (Fig. 2C, upper inset) .
770
The variance n of is controlled by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the simulation: mean Gaussian sensory noise. We used 10-30 dB as the weak signal condition and 50-70 dB as the 783 strong signal condition due to the fact that relative exploration plateaus below 30 dB and beyond 784 50 dB SNR (Fig. S3A ). We only intend to use the relative change between high and low SNRs to 785 simulate similar changes in the behavioral conditions of strong and weak signal trials.
786
Information about each measurement is quantified in the form of expected information density 787 and used through a Bayesian filter (Thrun et al., 2005) to acquire the posterior belief distribution,
788
as was the case for the infotaxis algorithm (Vergassola et al., 2007) . During a given tracking task, 789 the EIH algorithm calculates an expected information density (EID) that represents the predicted in-790 formation gain at every location in space (steps in calculating EID below; online interactive tutorial 791 Chen et al. (2019) , and Alg. S1). Using an iterative process, a trajectory is generated that minimizes 792 the divergence between two probability distributions: the statistics of the trajectory, and the statis-793 tics of the EID.
794
The initial condition for all the simulation trials was a uniformly flat (uninformative) belief and 795 an initial state of zero velocity and acceleration. To ensure uniformity, all the simulation trials were set to have the exact same internal parameters except for SNR, which was changed across trials 797 to compare trajectories in strong and weak signal conditions, and , the duration of each planned 798 trajectory, which was shortened for the moth trials due to the multiple frequency content of the 799 prescribed target motion (Table S1 ).
800
Non-technical description of EIH
801
For each species, we model only one sensory system, the sensory system whose input was de-802 graded through some experimental manipulation during the study. We model the sensory system 803 as a point-sensor moving in one dimension (electrosense for fish, olfaction for mole and cock-804 roach, and vision for moth). The sensory system is assumed to provide an estimate of location, 805 modeled by drawing values from a Gaussian probability distribution with a variance determined 806 by the specified signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This is called the "observation model" for a system. where the target is believed to be (for brevity, this distribution is called "the belief"), EIH proceeds 809 as follows: 1) For the current belief, derive the corresponding EID by calculating the answer to the 810 question "how much information (quantified by entropy reduction) can we obtain by taking a new 811 observation at this location?" for all possible locations; 2) run the trajectory optimization solver to 812 generate a trajectory segment with duration (Table S1 ) that optimally balances energy expendi-813 ture against ergodicity with respect to the EID; 3) execute the generated trajectory, allowing the 814 sensor to make observations along it; 4) use the incoming observations to update the belief using 815 a recursive Bayesian filter (Thrun et al., 2005) . This is the step that updates where EIH believes the 816 target to be located by taking into account new evidence and existing prior knowledge; 5) Check 817 whether the termination condition has been reached (either running for a specified time or un-818 til the variance of belief is below a certain threshold), and if not, return to step 1. Supplementary
819
Movie 2 shows these steps graphically for control of an electrolocation robot localizing a stationary 820 target.
821
Quantifying information for the Expected Information Density (EID)
822
Consider the case of an animal tracking a live prey. Suppose that in open space the signal profile 823 of the prey is similar to a 3D Gaussian centered at its location. For a predator trying to localize the 824 prey, sampling only at the peak of the Gaussian is problematic because while the signal is strongest 825 at that location, it is also locally flat, so small variations in the prey's location has little impact on 826 sensory input. In contrast, any motion of the prey relative to the predator at the maximum slope 827 of the signal profile will result in the largest possible change in the signal received by the preda-828 tor, and therefore maximize the predator's localization accuracy (Fig. 2C , the expected amount of 829 information is maximal at the peak of the spatial derivative of the Gaussian profile).
830
Suppose at time one has a probability distribution that is the belief ( ) about the value of , 831 for instance about the location of a particular chemical source, prey, or predator. In EIH, a Bayesian 832 filter is used to optimally update ( ) from measurements, so ( ) evolves dynamically over time 833 (Kording and Wolpert, 2004) . The entropy of ( ), defined by ∑ ( ) log( ( )) (where is an index 834 over a discretization of the domain), is the amount of information required to describe ( ) as a The ergodicity of a trajectory ( ) with respect to a distribution of the informativeness of sensing 844 locations through space Φ( ) is the property that the spatial statistics of ( )-the regions the tra-jectory visits and how often it visits them-matches the spatial distribution Φ( ). Technically, this 846 is quantified by saying that a trajectory ( ) is ergodic with respect to Φ( ) if the amount of time 847 the trajectory spends in a neighborhood  is proportional to the measure of that neighborhood 848 ∫  Φ( ) ( Fig. 2A) . With a finite time horizon, perfect ergodicity is impossible unless one uses in-849 finite velocity, which motivates a metric on ergodicity (Scott, 2013) . A metric on ergodicity should 850 be zero when a trajectory is perfectly ergodic and strictly positive and convex otherwise, providing 851 a criterion that can be optimized to make a trajectory as ergodic as possible given the control cost 852 constraint (see below). A standard metric used for comparing distributions is the Sobolev space 853 norm, which can be computed by taking the spatial Fourier transform of Φ( ) and ( ) (see below).
854
This metric is equivalent to other known metrics such as those based on wavelets (Scott, 2013) . 855 We can generate an ergodic information harvesting trajectory by optimizing the trajectory with 856 respect to the ergodic metric (Miller et al., 2016) In EIH, candidate trajectories are generated (step 2 in the paragraph above) by minimizing the 861 weighted sum of 1) the ergodic metric, which quantifies how well a given trajectory does propor-862 tionally betting on the EIH; and 2) the square norm of the control effort. Note that mass is implicitly 863 included in the weighted sum. Optimizing the ergodic metric alone forms an ill-posed implemen-864 tation as this implies that energy consumption is not bounded. This is equivalent to a situation 865 where the energetic cost of movement is zero, with a consequent movement strategy of sensing 866 everywhere. This is unlikely to be a reasonable movement policy for animals to maximize their 867 chance of survival. Similarly, EIH is not minimizing energy either, as the energy minimizing solu-868 tion alone is to not move at all. More realistically, when animals have a limited energy budget for 869 movement, the control cost term should be added to impose a bound for energy consumption 870 for a given trajectory. In the first-order approximation of the kinematics of motion of animals, the 871 control cost is defined by the total kinetic energy required to execute the input trajectory (Alg. S1).
872
In our study, the control cost is not intended to explicitly model the energy consumption of any 873 particular animal used in the study. It is used, however, to represent the fact that energy is a factor 874 that animals need to trade-off with information while generating trajectories for sensory acquisi-875 tion. The trade-off between ergodicity and energy of motion is represented by ∕ , where is the 876 weight on the control cost and is the weight on the distance from ergodicity (Table S1 ). We used 877 a value of ∕ = 2, resulting in a relative exploration value of around 2. The variation in relative 878 exploration with an order of magnitude change in ∕ from 1 to 10 is 1.4 to 2.3 ( Fig. S6 ).
879
Behavioral trajectory simulations 880
It is worth noting that in EIH, the animal's tracking behavior is hypothesized to be the outcome of a 881 dynamical system, the result of forces and masses interacting, rather than sample paths of a ran-882 dom process-the traditional venue for ergodicity and entropy to play a role in analysis. However,
883
we discuss the possibility that sense organs are moved stochastically in Appendix 5. When used to 884 simulate behavioral trajectories, EIH was reconfigured to use the prescribed stimulus path from 885 the corresponding live animal experiment as the target trajectory (Fig. 3) . The simulated sensor's 886 initial position was set to match the animal's starting location. To simulate the effect of a weak 887 sensory signal, the SNR was reduced in the respective trials to simulate the effect of increased 888 measurement uncertainty. Other than target trajectory, initial position, and SNR, the simulation 889 parameters were the same across all simulations (Table S2 ).
890
Wiggle attenuation simulations 891
The simulated electric fish tracking response is filtered through zero-phase IIR low-pass filters with 892 different stop band attenuations (Fig. S7A) . These filters are configured to pass the low frequency 893 tracking band within~0.1 Hz (target motion is a sinusoid in 0.05 Hz). This configuration allows effec-tive removal of higher frequency wiggle motion without affecting the baseline tracking response.
895
The effect of the wiggle filter is parameterized by the stop band attenuation at 1.5 Hz. The wig-896 gle magnitude can be systematically deteriorated by controlling the stop band attenuation while 897 maintaining intact baseline tracking ( Fig. S7A-C) .
898
The raw simulated weak signal tracking trajectory is first filtered by the wiggle filter at stepped 899 attenuation levels from 5 dB to 150 dB. The filtered trajectory is then prescribed to a tracking-900 only simulation where the sensor is instructed to move along the predefined input trajectory, take 901 continuous sensor measurements, and use these to update the belief and EID. The distance from 902 ergodicity is then evaluated based on the trajectory segment and simulated EID in the same way as 903 for the other behavior simulations. Tracking performance is evaluated by comparing the sensor's 904 best estimate of the target's position over time based on its belief and the ground truth.
905
Infotaxis simulations 906
The original infotaxis algorithm (Vergassola et al., 2007) was adapted for 1D tracking simulations.
907
The infotaxis algorithm computes the EID in the same way as EIH, but differs in the movement 908 policy once the EID is computed. The sensor considers three movement directions from its current 909 position-left, right, or stay-at every planning update. The sensor follows the infotaxis strategy 910 by choosing a movement direction that will maximize the EID and then takes samples along the 911 chosen direction to update the Bayesian filter (Thrun et al., 2005) and consequently the EID for the 912 next planning iteration. The parameters of the infotaxis simulation are kept the same as for EIH to 913 allow direct comparison.
914
Energetics 915
We analyzed how the additional movement for tracking in weak signal conditions affected energy 916 use for electric fish (Fig. 6) . We estimated the net mechanical work required to move the fish (Postlethwaite et al., 2009) . 922 The relative energy was defined as the total mechanical work of moving the fish along the track-923 ing trajectory divided by the work of moving the fish along the trajectory of the target (the refuge).
924
A relative energy of "1x" therefore indicates that moving the fish along the tracking trajectory re-925 quired the same energy as moving it along the path that the moving refuge took. ing the mean of the Fourier magnitudes or Bode gain within the wiggle frequency window marked by the shaded area of the spectrum plots shown in the first columns of Fig. 4 . For electric fish, 944 the wiggle frequency window is identified as high frequency components outside of the baseline 945 tracking response frequency range (Fig. 4A-B ). For the mole and cockroach, because the target is 946 stationary and hence there is no baseline tracking frequency, the entire frequency spectrum of the 947 tracking response was used for computing the statistics.
948
Quantification and statistical analysis 949
The Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA test was used for the statistical analysis of relative exploration 950 ( Fig. 3) and spectral power of tracking (Fig. 4) . Each trial of weakly electric fish, mole, cockroach, and 951 moth behavior as well as their corresponding simulations were considered independent. Kruskal-
952
Wallis is non-parametric and hence can be applied to test for the significance of relative exploration 953 even though it is a ratio distribution.
954
The Pearson correlation coefficient and the 95% confidence interval of its distribution were 955 calculated in Fig. S3B based on data from Fig. S3A . The mean and 95% confidence interval was 956 computed for Fig. 3 and S3 .
957
Data and software availability 958 All data and code needed to reproduce our results is available (Chen et al., 2019) , as well as an 959 interactive Jupyter notebook tutorial on computing the EID. Algorithm S1 provides psuedocode, 960 and Tables S1-S2 provide the corresponding simulation parameters for the EIH algorithm. Finally,
961
Supplementary Video S1 provides a video explainer of the theory of EIH, and Video S2 applies it to 962 controlling an underwater electrolocation robot.
963
Appendix 1 964 Background on ergodicity 965 Ergodicity plays an important role in multiple scientific disciplines particularly in stochastic systems 966 and statistical mechanics. In the setting of Markov chains, defined by states and stochastically-967 driven transitions between states, a system is ergodic if every aperiodic path that leaves a given 968 state must return to that state with probability one (Lasota and Mackey, 2013) . However, in the 969 present work we are not interested in stochastic evolutions-though there is the possibility that 970 stochasticity in a system could contribute to coverage needs, something discussed momentarily.
971
Instead, we are interested in deterministic decisions-i.e., control decisions-that provide cover-972 age with respect to regions of high information density.
973
A key insight from (Mathew and Mezic, 2011) was to use the definition of ergodicity for dynam-974 ical systems-that a trajectory ( ) spends time in any particular neighborhood  proportional 975 to the measure of the distribution Φ over that neighborhood ∫  Φ( ) -to create a metric on 976 deterministic trajectories. That is, once Φ is given, there is nothing stochastic in the question of 977 coverage. Instead, there is only the question of how much coverage a particular trajectory ( ) pro-978 vides relative to Φ. It should additionally be noted that coming up with a metric is not trivial, in large 979 part because any mathematical comparison must be able to compare two distinct mathematical 980 ideas-a distribution and a trajectory. A distribution is a probability over a region, while a trajec-981 tory is a continuum of states parameterized by time . In (Mathew and Mezic, 2011) the authors 982 note two critical steps in creating such a comparison. First, they note that a trajectory can also be 983 represented as a sequence of Dirac delta functions ( ) also parameterized by time , so that the 984 comparison is between two distributions rather than between a distribution and a trajectory. Sec-985 ondly, perhaps more importantly, they use the fact that spatial Fourier transforms are well posed 986 for quite general distributions, including Dirac delta functions. From these two steps they conclude 987 that the coefficients of the Fourier transform provide an infinite set of variables that can be used to 988 form a metric. Importantly, none of this analysis requires the trajectories to be stochastic, though 989 similar analysis can be done for stochastic executions (where, for instance, one can imagine that 990 Titles and captions for supplementary items 1143 Algorithm S1 Animal Tracking Simulation with Ergodic Information Harvesting   Table S1 . Parameters of EIH Simulation   Table S2 . Simulation Parameters Used For Each Figure   Figure S1 . Illustration of differences between EIH and entropy minimization. (A-B) An illustration of an animal localizing a target of interest through moving its sensory organs or whole body with the proportional-betting (A) and information maximization (entropy minimization) (B) strategy. Black dots along the red trajectory indicate fixed time intervals, so longer distances between dots indicates higher speed. Uknown to the animal, the true target is the white star on the left, while on the right is a distractor (at center of red zone). The heat map represents the expected information density. Each step of EIH (Algorithm S1, A) is taken so that the resulting trajectory spends time in areas (e.g.  ) proportional to the expected information of that area. Trajectories generated by EIH, such as the one shown here, are ergodic with respect to the expected information because the percentage of time the trajectory spends in any subset  from = 0 to = is equal to the measure of expected information within  ; this condition must hold for all possible subsets. Information maximization (B), by contrast, locally maximizes the expected information (i.e. EID) at every step, leading it to go straight to the nearby distractor by following the gradient in this case. (C-D) Simulated animal tracking a target moving in 1D sine wave. Here we show simulated entropy minimization tracking trajectories alongside the corresponding simulated EIH trajectories under extreme SNR conditions (SNR of 10 dB and 55 dB, also shown in Fig. S3A ). (C) With extremely high uncertainty (SNR = 10 dB), both algorithms were unable to accumulate enough information to successfully track the target. EIH results in persistent activation of movement even when the expected informativeness of sensing locations is flat due to a lack of information. The trajectory is prescribed to visit all locations of space with equal probability, covering the majority of the workspace (but not the entire workspace due to the energy constraint in trajectory optimization; see Algorithm S1). Entropy minimization results in cessation of motion under the same conditions. (D) Same as (C), but under extremely low uncertainty (strong signal) condition (SNR = 60 dB). Now entropy minimization hugs the one peak of the EID (there are two, as shown in Fig. 2C ), while the EIH trajectory samples both peaks of the EID with excursions away from these peaks, similar to electric fish refuge tracking in the strong signal condition (Fig. 3A) , and what can be inferred from a prior behavioral study in bat echolocation Yovel et al. (2010) . Fig. 3 . EIH simulations of tracking behavior of weakly electric fish, mole, and cockroach. The trials shown are identical to those shown in Fig. 3 . Simulated sensor position over time is the solid green line for the strong signal condition, and the solid red line in the weak signal condition. The target position is the dashed blue line. The repeated dashed gray lines mark each planning update event that segment the trajectory into individual planned trajectory segments of length . The magenta heatmap shows the progression of the belief over time. Note the presence of fictive distractors, where the belief distribution becomes multi-peaked (asterisks). The inset in the mole and cockroach trials show a magnified segment to better visualize these distractors in the strong signal case.
Figure S2. Evolution of belief over time for the trials shown in
Figure S3. Systematic comparison between EIH and infotaxis in tracking a target moving in sinusoid.
Simulations of sensor tracks a target moving in sinusoid under 17 different SNR conditions from 10 dB to 55 dB. For each SNR condition, 10 simulations with different pseudo-number seeds are performed to establish the confidence interval ( = 170 for EIH, = 170 for infotaxis). (A) As the SNR decreases from 55 dB, EIH exhibits elevated relative exploration (see Methods) in the form of increased wiggle amplitude. This is consistent with the animal behaviors summarized in Figures 2-3 . EIH's elevated exploration with decreasing SNR tapers at ≈20 dB as the Bayesian filter fails to converge the posterior due to significantly less informative measurements. Infotaxis does not show the trend of increased exploration as signal weakens between 55-20 dB, and prescribed cessation of movement at the lowest (10 dB) signal strength. Throughout most of the frequency spectrum, infotaxis attempts to hug one edge of the EID, leading to near unity relative exploration. (B) The correlation coefficient between relative exploration and signal strength computed from A for EIH and infotaxis (n=170 trials for EIH, and n=170 for infotaxis). The vertical line indicates the 95% confidence interval. Ergodic harvesting has a significantly more negative correlation, indicating exploration increases as signal strength declines. The same trend is absent in infotaxis. Figure S4 . Dual target tracking simulation with EIH and infotaxis. In this simulation, two identical targets (with the same observation model) are present in the workspace, indicated by the two blue lines. To help visualize the outcome, both the belief (left panel) and EID (right panel) distribution over time are shown in magenta. In both cases, we use identical SNR levels corresponding to a weak signal condition (30 dB, see Table S2 ). (A) EIH tracks both targets with an oscillatory motion. In addition, belief peaks corresponding to the top and bottom targets are clearly visible in the left panel. (B) Infotaxis gets trapped at one of the information maximizing peaks, as seen in the right panel. This leads to cessation of movement and failure to detect the other target on the top (left panel). Figure S5 . Single target tracking simulation with EIH and infotaxis in the presence of a simulated physical distractor. In this simulation, a single target and a physical distractor coexist in the workspace. The simulated physical distractor has a different observation model that leads to a different measurement profile when compared to the desired target. To help visualize the outcome, both the belief (left panel) and EID (right panel) distribution over time are shown in magenta. In both cases, we use identical SNR levels corresponding to a weak signal condition (30 dB, see Table S2 ). (A) EIH is able to find the desired target (the continuous peak along the desired target location in the left panel) and rejects the distractor (no continuous peak along the distractor location in the left panel). (B) Infotaxis gets trapped at one of the information maximizing peaks, as seen in the right panel. Although it does find the desired target, it fails to reject the distractor, as seen in the continuous peak near the distractor in the left panel. Figure S6 . Sensitivity analysis on the ratio between control cost and ergodic cost in the objective function of trajectory optimization. Simulations are conducted in the same way as Fig. S3 but only for a fixed SNR under weak signal conditions (20 dB). The control cost term is varied while fixing the ergodic cost term to be 5 for all the simulations. We simulated 16 different ratios of ∕ (shown along x axis on a log scale), each done with 10 different pseudo-random number seeds to establish confidence intervals. The relative exploration of the simulated trajectories are shown in the y axis on a linear scale with the sample mean marked by the solid color line and 95% confidence interval marked by the vertical color patch. The ∕ ratio used for all the EIH simulations included in the results is shown by the red dashed vertical line. Overall, as the ∕ drops, relative exploration drops monotonically because movement incurs higher cost. The trend also suggests that as the ∕ ratio increases, movement will cease. The value of ∕ = 2 that we used in our study results in a relative exploration value of around 2. The variation in relative exploration with an order of magnitude change in ∕ from 1 to 10 is 1.4 to 2.3. The same sensitivity analysis was also done for a strong signal condition but is not shown as the trend is similar. Figure S7 . How sensor wiggles were attenuated for analyzing the impact of their removal. (A) Response of three types of wiggle attenuation filters. We used an IIR lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.1 Hz to avoid filtering the baseline tracking frequency band of the target (≈0.05 Hz in this case). In the two filtered examples shown, the attenuation at 1.5 Hz is set to 50 dB and 150 dB to achieve progressively stronger attenuation of sensor wiggling. (B) Frequency response of the original and filtered trajectory. The baseline tracking gain between 0 Hz to 0.1 Hz is well preserved while the wiggling frequency band between 0.1 Hz to 1.5 Hz is attenuated according to the attenuation gain. (C) Comparison of original and filtered trajectories. As the stopband attenuation increases, wiggle amplitude decreases. Figure S8 . Rat odor tracking behavior and EIH simulation. In a prior study (Khan et al., 2012) , Wistar rats (Rattus norvegicus, Berkenhout 1769) performed an odor tracking task by following a uniform odor trail on a moving treadmill with only olfactory information, under two different surgical conditions: with one side of the nose blocked (single-side nares stitching) and no blocking (sham stitching) as a control group. The experiment setup and tracked trajectory is shown in the top panel. Position data on the axis parallel to the treadmill were ignored, while positions on the perpendicular axis were recorded. The relative exploration was computed as with electric fish, using the cumulative 1D distance traveled by the rat divided by the cumulative distance of the transverse location of the odor trail. The olfactory system of the rat was modeled in the same fashion as for electric fish: as eventually providing an estimate of the location of the odor trail, modeled as a single 1D point-sensor of location with a Gaussian probability distribution controlled by the SNR of simulation (Methods). The blocked nares condition is here counted as the weak signal with lower SNR, and the sham stitching condition is counted as the strong signal. In the second row, we show EIH simulations of the weak and strong target trajectories, with the EID profile overlaid in magenta. It shows similar predicted sensor trajectories with a similar change in the relative exploration between these signal conditions as measured. These data are not included in the main study due to the low number of trials. Figure S9 . Measurements compared to prediction of EIH in two conditions where an animal needs to find the signal during tracking behavior. As a demonstration of how our model seamlessly transitions between exploitation and exploration, we examined an instance in the measured behavior of the live animals in which the rat appears to lose a signal it is following Khan et al. (2012) , and an instance in which the mole starts off without finding the path to the source Catania (2013) . The measured result shown here for both animals was wider casting motions transverse to the direction of movement. We examined whether these two behaviors (wider casting with loss of signal during tracking or when not finding the signal initially) would be predicted by EIH. (A) To simulate the condition of losing a signal trail in the middle of a successful tracking trial, we ran EIH as for the rat olfactory tracking case of Fig. S8 , but with the trajectory shown in in panel A. In the "target lost" region (green square in figure) , the sensor's input was replaced by random draws from the observation model. (B) To simulate the condition of starting without knowing where the trail is for an extended period of time, we ran EIH as for the mole olfactory tracking case of Fig. 3B , but with the trajectory shown in panel B. In the "target not yet acquired" region (green square in figure) , the sensor's input was replaced by random draws from the observation model. In both instances, we observed wider casting motions transverse to the direction of travel similar to those measured (output from EIH below experimental data, overlaid with the EID profile in magenta). Similar to the measured behavior, our algorithm seamlessly transitions from exploitation to exploration when the expected information density becomes more diffuse.
Figure S10. Effect of jamming and how it varies with jamming intensity. (A)
The fish's electric organ discharge (EOD) frequency shifts up continuously as the jamming signal is being applied. The area shaded with light blue indicates when jamming is turned on and lasts 40 seconds. The jamming signal frequency (current amplitude = 25 mA) is set to be 5 Hz below the fish's EOD frequency. The fish's EOD frequency gradually declines back to its normal value after jamming is turned off after around 60 seconds. (B) Maximum frequency shift during the fixed 40 second jamming window as a function of jamming current amplitude. Maximum frequency shift is averaged for every jamming amplitude across a total of 26 trials ( = 6 for 0 mA, = 5 for 5 mA, = 3 for 10 mA, = 5 for 25 mA, = 7 for 50 mA). The amount of jamming applied has a clear positive correlation with the EOD frequency shift.
Algorithm S1 Animal Tracking Simulation with Ergodic Information Harvesting 1: function TrialSim( ( ), Υ( , ), m , , , , , , , S , (0), SNR)
• Argument list: ground truth target trajectory ( ), observation model Υ( , ), variance of the observation model m , time step , length of the planned trajectory segment , step size control of the line search in the trajectory optimization and , weight for the ergodic metric term in the objective function , weight for the control cost term in the cost function , number of dimensions used for Sobolev space norm in ergodic metric S , initial control (0), and SNR of the simulation SNR. See Table 1 for the value used for each of the parameters, and Table 2 for the SNR value used for each figure.
• Note: For trial simulations, the target location as a function of time ( ( )) is set to what it was in the original experimental data set; however, the simulated animal does not know ( )). Where EIH is being used in the real world, within a robot or instantiated in biology, ( ) would not be specified. • Define cost function ( , ) = ( ( )) + ∫ 0 1 2 ( ) 2 for > 0 and > 0, where ( ( )) is the ergodic cost based on the current EID, and is the ergodic cost weighting factor (see entry for , Table 1 ), while ∫ 0 1 2 ( ) 2 is the control cost weighted by (Table 1) , ( ) is the control input at time that drives sensor motion
• Define initial state 0 , the maximum length of the simulation max , and , the duration of each planned trajectory • Define > 0, the threshold on the norm of the gradient used to terminate the line search in the trajectory optimization procedure
• Initialize prior belief ( 0 ) as a uniform distribution 2:
Compute initial EID( ). Trajectory optimization to solve for the optimal trajectory that minimizes the ergodic measure under the constraint of control cost 8: procedure Ergodic Trajectory Optimization 9: Iteratively optimize trajectories (e.g., using gradient descent and to terminate Lasdon et al. (1967) ) to optimize at the current time with the current EID 10: end procedure 
14:
Take new observation ( ) (in simulation, ( ) is provided to the simulated animal given its ( ) from a synthesis process it does not have access to that uses ( ), Υ( ( ), ( )), and ; but in real world conditions, ( ) is obtained from the sensory system).
15:
Compute likelihood ( | )
16:
Update posterior ( | )
17: end for
18: Compute EID( ( + )) for planning the next trajectory segment (see text for details).
Note: For Fig. 2 , we plot the EID as it is computed at each time step for illustration purposes only (thus the EID computation is within the above loop); in either case, the updated EID only impacts the sensor trajectory after ( + ) when the ergodic trajectory optimization routine is called.
19: end procedure 20: end function In seconds. is initially chosen to fit weakly electric fish behavior and fixed for all the EIH and infotaxis simulations except for moth, where is set to 0.005 s to account for the increased bandwidth of the sum-of-sine trajectory Duration of planned trajectory 2.5, 0.5
In seconds. is initially chosen to fit weakly electric fish behavior and kept the same for all the EIH simulations except for moth, where is set to 0.5 to account for the increased bandwidth of the sum-of-sine trajectory.
Step Weight of the distance from ergodicity term in the cost function of trajectory optimization loop (see Alg. S1) 5 is initially chosen to fit weakly electric fish behavior and kept the same for all the simulations. Note that changing changes the trade-off between ergodicity  (how much information one wants) and control effort (how much energy one is willing to give up). As a result, there is mild sensitivity to this parameter-making it an order of magnitude larger will lead to a more exploratory trajectory while making it an order of magnitude smaller will lead to less exploration. If is set to zero, no movement will occur at all. For further discussion of this point, see Miller et al. (2016) . Finally, a sensitivity analysis is also provided in Fig. S6 Weight of the control term in the cost function of trajectory optimization loop (see Alg. S1) 10, 20 is initially chosen to fit weakly electric fish behavior and kept the same for all the simulations except for moth, where is set to 20 to account for the increased bandwidth of the sum-of-sine trajectory. Note that the control cost, when evaluated is equivalent to the total kinetic energy required to execute the candidate trajectory.
Number of dimensions used for
Sobolev space norm in ergodic metric S 15 S is initially chosen to be a sufficient number for representing all the behavioral data considered in this paper and kept the same for all the simulations Initial control input (0) 0 Zero control is applied at the beginning of every simulation Initial belief ( 0 ) unif(0, 1)
Initial belief is set and fixed to an uniform ("flat") prior distribution within the workspace (from 0 to 1) where the probability of the target located at every location is identical. Figure 3A ) N/A (simulation) Figure S1C Weak Signal 10 0.4 (same as Figure 3A ) N/A (simulation) Figure S1D Strong Signal 60 0.4 (same as Figure 3A ) N/A (simulation) Figure S2 Weak Signal ≤30 (same as Figure 3 ) (same as Figure 3 ) (same as Figure 3 ) Figure S3 Strong and Weak Signal 10-55 0.4 (same as Figure 3A ) N/A (simulation) Figure S4 Weak Signal 30 0.4 Stationary N/A (simulation) Figure S5 Weak Signal 30 0.4 Stationary N/A (simulation) Figure S6 Weak Signal 20 0.4 (same as Figure 3A ) N/A (simulation) Figure S8 Strong Signal Uknown to the animal, the true target is the white star on the left, while on the right is a distractor (at center of red zone). The heat map represents the expected information density. Each step of EIH (Supplement Algorithm S1, A) is taken so that the resulting trajectory spends time in areas (e.g.  ) proportional to the expected information of that area. Trajectories generated by EIH, such as the one shown here, are ergodic with respect to the expected information because the percentage of time the trajectory spends in any subset  from = 0 to = is equal to the measure of expected information within  ; this condition must hold for all possible subsets. Information maximization (B), by contrast, locally maximizes the expected information (i.e. EID) at every step, leading it to go straight to the nearby distractor by following the gradient in this case. (C-D) Simulated animal tracking a target moving in 1D sine wave. Here we show simulated entropy minimization tracking trajectories alongside the corresponding simulated EIH trajectories under extreme SNR conditions (SNR of 10 dB and 55 dB, also shown in Fig. S3A ). (C) With extremely high uncertainty (SNR = 10 dB), both algorithms were unable to accumulate enough information to successfully track the target. EIH results in persistent activation of movement even when the expected informativeness of sensing locations is flat due to a lack of information. The trajectory is prescribed to visit all locations of space with equal probability, covering the majority of the workspace (but not the entire workspace due to the energy constraint in trajectory optimization; see Supplement Algorithm S1). Entropy minimization results in cessation of motion under the same conditions. (D) Same as (C), but under extremely low uncertainty (strong signal) condition (SNR = 60 dB). Now entropy minimization hugs the one peak of the EID (there are two, as shown in Fig. 2C ), while the EIH trajectory samples both peaks of the EID with excursions away from these peaks, similar to electric fish refuge tracking in the strong signal condition (Fig. 3A) , and what can be inferred from a prior behavioral study in bat echolocation Yovel et al. Figure S3 . Systematic comparison between EIH and infotaxis in tracking a target moving in sinusoid. Simulations of sensor tracks a target moving in sinusoid under 17 different SNR conditions from 10 dB to 55 dB. For each SNR condition, 10 simulations with different pseudo-number seeds are performed to establish the confidence interval ( = 170 for EIH, = 170 for infotaxis). (A) As the SNR decreases from 55 dB, EIH exhibits elevated relative exploration (see Methods) in the form of increased wiggle amplitude. This is consistent with the animal behaviors summarized in Figures 2-3 . EIH's elevated exploration with decreasing SNR tapers at ≈20 dB as the Bayesian filter fails to converge the posterior due to significantly less informative measurements. Infotaxis does not show the trend of increased exploration as signal weakens between 55-20 dB, and prescribed cessation of movement at the lowest (10 dB) signal strength. Throughout most of the frequency spectrum, infotaxis attempts to hug one edge of the EID, leading to near unity relative exploration. (B) The correlation coefficient between relative exploration and signal strength computed from A for EIH and infotaxis (n=170 trials for EIH, and n=170 for infotaxis). The vertical line indicates the 95% confidence interval. Ergodic harvesting has a significantly more negative correlation, indicating exploration increases as signal strength declines. The same trend is absent in infotaxis. In this simulation, a single target and a physical distractor coexist in the workspace. The simulated physical distractor has a different observation model that leads to a different measurement profile when compared to the desired target. To help visualize the outcome, both the belief (left panel) and EID (right panel) distribution over time are shown in magenta. In both cases, we use identical SNR levels corresponding to a weak signal condition (30 dB, see Table 2 ). (A) EIH is able to find the desired target (the continuous peak along the desired target location in the left panel) and rejects the distractor (no continuous peak along the distractor location in the left panel). (B) Infotaxis gets trapped at one of the information maximizing peaks, as seen in the right panel. Although it does find the desired target, it fails to reject the distractor, as seen in the continuous peak near the distractor in the left panel. Figure S6 . Sensitivity analysis on the ratio between control cost and ergodic cost in the objective function of trajectory optimization. Simulations are conducted in the same way as Fig. S3 but only for a fixed SNR under weak signal conditions (20 dB). The control cost term is varied while fixing the ergodic cost term to be 5 for all the simulations. We simulated 16 different ratios of ∕ (shown along x axis on a log scale), each done with 10 different pseudo-random number seeds to establish confidence intervals. The relative exploration of the simulated trajectories are shown in the y axis on a linear scale with the sample mean marked by the solid color line and 95% confidence interval marked by the vertical color patch. The ∕ ratio used for all the EIH simulations included in the results is shown by the red dashed vertical line. Overall, as the ∕ drops, relative exploration drops monotonically because movement incurs higher cost.
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The trend also suggests that as the ∕ ratio increases, movement will cease. The value of ∕ = 2 that we used in our study results in a relative exploration value of around 2. The variation in relative exploration with an order of magnitude change in ∕ from 1 to 10 is 1.4 to 2.3. The same sensitivity analysis was also done for a strong signal condition but is not shown as the trend is similar. Figure S7 . How sensor wiggles were attenuated for analyzing the impact of their removal. (A) Response of three types of wiggle attenuation filters. We used an IIR lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.1 Hz to avoid filtering the baseline tracking frequency band of the target (≈0.05 Hz in this case). In the two filtered examples shown, the attenuation at 1.5 Hz is set to 50 dB and 150 dB to achieve progressively stronger attenuation of sensor wiggling. (B) Frequency response of the original and filtered trajectory. The baseline tracking gain between 0 Hz to 0.1 Hz is well preserved while the wiggling frequency band between 0.1 Hz to 1.5 Hz is attenuated according to the attenuation gain. (C) Comparison of original and filtered trajectories. As the stopband attenuation increases, wiggle amplitude decreases. Figure S8 . Rat odor tracking behavior and EIH simulation. In a prior study (Khan et al., 2012) , Wistar rats (Rattus norvegicus, Berkenhout 1769) performed an odor tracking task by following a uniform odor trail on a moving treadmill with only olfactory information, under two different surgical conditions: with one side of the nose blocked (single-side nares stitching) and no blocking (sham stitching) as a control group. The experiment setup and tracked trajectory is shown in the top panel. Position data on the axis parallel to the treadmill were ignored, while positions on the perpendicular axis were recorded. The relative exploration was computed as with electric fish, using the cumulative 1D distance traveled by the rat divided by the cumulative distance of the transverse location of the odor trail. The olfactory system of the rat was modeled in the same fashion as for electric fish: as eventually providing an estimate of the location of the odor trail, modeled as a single 1D point-sensor of location with a Gaussian probability distribution controlled by the SNR of simulation (Methods). The blocked nares condition is here counted as the weak signal with lower SNR, and the sham stitching condition is counted as the strong signal.
In the second row, we show EIH simulations of the weak and strong target trajectories, with the EID profile overlaid in magenta. It shows similar predicted sensor trajectories with a similar change in the relative exploration between these signal conditions as measured. These data are not included in the main study due to the low number of trials. Figure S9 . Measurements compared to prediction of EIH in two conditions where an animal needs to find the signal during tracking behavior. As a demonstration of how our model seamlessly transitions between exploitation and exploration, we examined an instance in the measured behavior of the live animals in which the rat appears to lose a signal it is following Khan et al. (2012) , and an instance in which the mole starts off without finding the path to the source Catania (2013) . The measured result shown here for both animals was wider casting motions transverse to the direction of movement. We examined whether these two behaviors (wider casting with loss of signal during tracking or when not finding the signal initially) would be predicted by EIH. (A) To simulate the condition of losing a signal trail in the middle of a successful tracking trial, we ran EIH as for the rat olfactory tracking case of Fig. S8 , but with the trajectory shown in in panel A. In the "target lost" region (green square in figure) , the sensor's input was replaced by random draws from the observation model. (B) To simulate the condition of starting without knowing where the trail is for an extended period of time, we ran EIH as for the mole olfactory tracking case of Fig. 3B , but with the trajectory shown in panel B. In the "target not yet acquired" region (green square in figure) , the sensor's input was replaced by random draws from the observation model. In both instances, we observed wider casting motions transverse to the direction of travel similar to those measured (output from EIH below experimental data, overlaid with the EID profile in magenta). Similar to the measured behavior, our algorithm seamlessly transitions from exploitation to exploration when the expected information density becomes more diffuse. The fish's electric organ discharge (EOD) frequency shifts up continuously as the jamming signal is being applied. The area shaded with light blue indicates when jamming is turned on and lasts 40 seconds. The jamming signal frequency (current amplitude = 25 mA) is set to be 5 Hz below the fish's EOD frequency. The fish's EOD frequency gradually declines back to its normal value after jamming is turned off after around 60 seconds. (B) Maximum frequency shift during the fixed 40 second jamming window as a function of jamming current amplitude. Maximum frequency shift is averaged for every jamming amplitude across a total of 26 trials ( = 6 for 0 mA, = 5 for 5 mA, = 3 for 10 mA, = 5 for 25 mA, = 7 for 50 mA). The amount of jamming applied has a clear positive correlation with the EOD frequency shift.
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